1972 was the year that Winograd published his now classic natural language Study of the blocks world, that fact had not yet penetrated to the ACL. At that time people with AI computational interests were strictly in a minority in the association and it was a radical move to appoint Roger Schank as program chairman for the year's meeting.
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That was also the year that we didn't have a presidential banquet, and my "speech" was a few informal remarks at the roadhouse restaurant somewhere in North Carolina reassuring a doubtful few members that computational understanding of natural language was certainly progressing and that applied natural language systems were distinctly feasible. I, too, with various students continued to explore the generation side of language, most recently with Correlra [1979] , using a form of story tree to construct stories and their summaries.
No matter that Meehan found better methods and Bill Mann and his colleagues continue to improve on the techniques.
The use of a phrase structure grammar to control the sequence in which sentences and words are p~oduced remains quite as fascinating as its use in translatln~ sentences to representations of meaning.
It is possible to communicate the technique for controlled generation of text in Just a few paragraphs, so in dedication to Yngve, Klein, and i00 the many others of the discipline who share our fascination with generation of meaningful language, the following description is presented.
The last two lines of Keats" "Ode to a Grecian Urn" are:
Beauty is truth, truth beauty, that is all Ye know on earth and all ye need to know. This is a procedural logic program with lists in dot notation and variables marked using the underscore.
It is presented to give a sense of how the program appears in Dan Chester's LISP version of PROLOG.
The rest of the program follows the poem, verse, and Keats-LINE rules given above.
The program is called by (POGEN KEATS 4) , KEATS selecting the grammar and 4 signifying the number of verses. A couple of recordings of its behavior appear below. Today AI and Logic interests tend to overshadow linguistic approaches to language. But despite all the complexities in translating between NL constituents and computational representations, augmented phrase structure grammars provide a general and effective means to guide the flow of computation.
*(POGEN KEATS 4) (VARIATIONS ON KEATS" TRUTH IS BEAUTY) (LOVE IS LOVE --LOVE LOVE) (ITS ALL YE HAVE TIL HEAVEN) (ITS ALL YE NEED TO HAVE) (LOVE IS LOVE --LOVE LOVE) (THATS ALL THEY KNOW ON EARTH) (THATS ALL THEY OUGHT TO KNOW) (WISDOM IS RAPTURE --RAPTURE WISDOM) (ITS WHAT YOU MEET FOR LIVING) (ITS WHAT
YOU
